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INTRODUCTION
CAIZ Coin was incubated in 2018 by CAIZ Group a group of developers who aimed to bring
unity into the financial world. CAIZ Group is a new, committed and long-term oriented
technology investment company that actively supports the establishment and development of
its portfolio companies. Through targeted investment and active influence, our company can
drive initiatives to create sustainable economic and social value for the company and its
stakeholders. CAIZ Group management committee consists of a renowned corporate and
criminal lawyer, a former board member, a compliance and audit officer, and a former
judge - notary and lawyer as secretary.

The Caiz Group is a 100% subsidiary of CAIZ Group based in Cham, Switzerland. The Caiz
Group is the contact and contractual partner for:
• Other investments.
• Caiz rental properties and rental agreements at home and abroad (except CAIZ Group).
• All IT support-use-services at home and abroad.
• Caiz owners and media as well as social media.
• Marketing at home and abroad.
• Distribution at home and abroad.
• Service for all Caiz companies For new brands etc. at home and abroad.
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INTRODUCTION
CAIZ Messenger, based in Luxemburg, is also a 100% subsidiary of CAIZ Group, which has a
planned IPO in Luxemburg. Furthermore, it aims to transfer 70% of its share value to CAIZ as a
shareholder to be capped with values. Caiz Messenger is equipped with matrix technology
which makes it different from the market standards. It will also integrate CAIZ as its primary
payment gateway solution. The platform provides cloud solution/data storage and usage
options, a designated marketplace, a health division, and efficient messenger services. Caiz
Messenger will integrate its blockchain-driven payment service under the name of CAIZ to
provide better services.
CAIZ, which also includes the word “CAIZ'' meaning lawful, describes a cryptocurrency that
aims to achieve financial freedom for everyone. CAIZ adheres to Islamic values and ethics
through building an innovative blockchain-based financial solution that is compliant with
global economic principles. With a team of Scholars and technical experts to define, Caizhas
developed a product that integrates traditional values with the contemporary world. Our
background and culture are based on ethical and customary values embodying justice like
honesty, trust, safety, transparency, fairness, compassion, and harmony. It also adheres to
contemporary values like freedom, open-mindedness, independence, internationality,
innovation, and digitalization.
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VISION
Our vision is to provide financial freedom to every single investor, holder, and every day
citizens.

MISSION
CAIZ´s mission is to provide innovative financial solutions allowing everyone to
participate in the present financial world while complying with the Islamic principles.
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THE CHALLENGE
The Islamic banking and financial system follows austere principles, which makes its
integration with advanced and up-to-date technology extremely challenging. Nowadays
however, there are numerous misconceptions about this system which restricts people from
recognising its benefits and embedded prudential value.

According to Islamic finance rules; every investment, acquisition, and transaction must
underlie a specific set of values. One of the most important differences is that it is not
permitted to charge any rate of interest. So, any financial solution created on these virtues has
to satisfy these rules. And while new technologies disrupt the worldwide financial markets, the
Blockchain-based economic models with cryptocurrencies are living at a peak never seen
before, and the Islamic financial sector is also expected to grow strongly.
As per the Global Islamic Economy Report, in 2019 the financial sector was valued at $2.88
trillion and is expected to grow to $3.69 trillion by 2024. It assumes 42% of investments within
the Islamic economy. Also, according to the same report, two of the four main demand drivers
which will impact the economy are the large, fast-growing, young population as well as growing
digital connectivity.
As decentralized technologies are based on the principle of individual authority and move
away from centralized control, blockchain is finding more and more applications in the
financial world. But never before have the Scholars recognised cryptocurrency as compliant
with Islamic finance laws. This hinders people from participating in the new development. And
that is the reason it is time for an upgraded financial solution that incorporates new
technologies while still complying with Islamic finance rules enabling immediate borderless
money transactions at low fees.
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AN ISLAM COMPLIANT
BLOCKCHAIN
It will eliminate all uncertainties by providing a legitimate Blockchain system compliant with
Islamic law that has been tested and approved by intentional scholars. It aims to prove that a
financial system with moral backing can adapt to an instantly developing world and innovate
with new ideas and solutions. Its team has begun to work intensively on the development of
the CAIZ system to provide an innovative and, at the same time, Islam compliant solution.
The team consists of two parts:
• The Advisory and Supervisory Boards
• The Technical Team
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THE ADVISORY & SUPERVISORY BOARDS
The supervisory board consists of scholars, economists, lawyers and experts from all
necessary regions across Europe and Asia and it advises the development team on matters
involving the question of compliance with Islamic and international legal norms. The advisory
board oversees work, monitors progress and ensures that the project aligns perfectly with
inherent ideas and ethical principles at every stage.

THE TECHNICAL TEAM
This consists of software, marketing, and legal experts that combine business and tech skills
to develop and market the project on the global exchanges and financial markets. CAIZ
includes several features and applications that make it a truly Islam compliant blockchain and
cryptocurrency. CAIZ Chain, other than being the first ever blockchain which includes moral
and ethical virtues as one of its core pillars, uses state-of-the-art technology which makes it
the fastest performing, most secure and accurate blockchain.
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EASY TO USE
CAIZ aims to make the platform as easy and intuitive as possible. It allows users to deposit
and withdraw assets at an ultra-fast speed, with low transaction costs to be used everytime
they want different modes like Paypal, Debit/Credit cards or crypto wallets. The users will be
able to enjoy hassle-free communications with the platform's efficient API which is rigorously
tested for its performance & scalability.

COMPLIANT NETWORK
CAIZ has assured its holders and users a detailed review process for every collaborating
vendor and partner. This process focuses on ensuring their adherence to the principles of
Islamic finance laws and values.

LOW TRANSACTION FEES
Owing to this, transferring money through Ethereum carries an average cost of anywhere
between $7.42 USD to $50.00 USD, whereas in BTC it can cost up to $60 USD based on the
sender’s preferred block size respectively. On the contrary, CAIZ Caiz offers discounted
transaction fees which are fixed at only $3.99 USD. Moreover, the transaction users will be able
to enjoy a transaction speed of 0-3 seconds to process and confirm a transaction which is
much faster than any other platform.
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MAXIMUM DATA SECURITY
CAIZ Chain is equipped with an impenetrable security mechanism that uses encryption
technology to keep the personal data of the users safe. The platform will allow 2-Factor
Authentication wherever necessary to prevent data breaches and offers an ultra-secure
e-wallet to its users to permit uncomplicated and hassle-free transactions.

FINANCING WITHOUT INTEREST
CAIZ Chain is completely decentralized, which means it's far from the reach of any third party's
authority and there are no unnecessary interests or fees levied for transactions with vendors.

FATWA CERTIFICATE
Islamic finance needs to follow specific rules and requirements, CAIZ found the solution to
meet those requirements with its blockchain technology and the adherent features and
services. This Islamic Council also issued the official Fatwa certificate that validates that
CAIZ is entirely Islam compliant.

CAPITAL BACKED
CAIZ is a product of CAIZ Group, a capital and metal backed company. This provides
investment Security and Trust to everyone participating in the CAIZ network. CaizHaber is also
a subsidiary of CAIZ Group and supports all CAIZ companies with news in its monthly
newspaper circulation, broadcasts and social media with the news.
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A cryptocurrency’s transaction speed is crucial as it determines how fast users can spend their
coins without limiting their trade-offs. It also mirrors how quickly a network can record
transactions and makes them irreversible so that another user can facilitate trade on an
alternative blockchain fork seamlessly. CAIZ Chain is usually measured as average and
actual transaction speed.
In this regard, CAIZ is far more superior to other cryptocurrencies, as it offers an unmatchable
transaction speed. While coins like Bitcoin and Ethereum can take anywhere between 10 -20
minutes and 3-5 minutes, Respectively, users will be able to enjoy an unprecedented speed of
0-3 seconds on CAIZ Chain to process and confirm a transaction.

SURREAL TRANSACTION SPEED
CAIZ Chain offers an incredible transaction speed of 0-3 seconds which is far superior to some
of the most popular cryptocurrencies. Where Bitcoin and Ethereum propose only 4.6 and 30
transactions per second respectively, CAIZ’s average is 3000 transactions per second, which
means it can handle heavy transaction volumes effortlessly and provide quick average
transaction speed under any circumstance.

CAIZ CHAIN CONSENSUS PROTOCOL (CCP)
From a security point of view, CAIZ Chain surpasses all its competitors. It's decentralized and
distributed ledger is built with advanced technology and is capable of providing approximately
3000 transactions in each ledger with a new ledger generated every 5 seconds. Utilizing the
advanced CAIZ Chain Consensus Protocol, CAIZ Chain ensures unified agreements, aligned
interests of participants, prevention of double spending, and necessary fault tolerance, thus,
maintaining fairness and equitability in the ecosystem.
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THE CAIZ
ARCHITECTURE
The usage of the CAIZ Consensus blockchain makes data mining of
new coins redundant and enables transactions with ultra-short
transaction times. Any transaction on the CAIZ blockchain will be
validated through the decentralized network. More details about the
CAIZ Chain will come after its launch in the following version of this
Lightpaper.
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CAIZ ECOSYSTEM
Fully in-house development elements, solely designed to give you sophisticated and precise
financial solutions, while adhering to stringent moral & ethical boundaries. Users will find a
solution for almost each and every financial need. The Ecosystem will helps users, both in
traditional and innovative ways, meet even the highest technical and safety requirements. CAIZ
Ecosystem for precise financial solutions.
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TOKENOMICS
The fixed total supply for Caiz Token is 999.999.999, due to the Tokenomics there will only be
a maximum of 149.999.999 Caiz Token in circulation for 2022. The rest of the tokens will be
distributed in phases throughout the 10 years to come.

149.999.999 CAIZ
UNLOCKED
50.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2031
100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2023

100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2030
100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2024

100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2029
100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2025

100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2028
100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2026
100.000.000 CAIZ
LOCKED UNTILL 2027
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CAIZ SHARES
CAIZ Shares is a profit-sharing system dedicated to individual investors that will allow holders
to make a profit following CAIZ Chain’s profit afterward the release of the CAIZ Chain. CAIZ has
created alternative innovative ways for its holders to profit. The profit from CAIZ Chain will be
distributed to investors in proportion related to the amount of the CAIZ that is being held.
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CAIZ PARTNERS
CAIZ Partners is a program in which all organizations, companies, governmental institutions,
and such are welcome to participate. Each partner widens the network of CAIZ by making it
even more decentralized and secure. CAIZ Partners will be able to benefit from CAIZ’s
technology, network, and expertise while being included in a profit-sharing program that profit
from CAIZ Chain, after the release of the CAIZ Chain.
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ENVISAGED ROADMAP
OF PRODUCTS
Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Wallet

Q3
2022

Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Scan

Launch of CAIZ Gold

Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Partners

Q3
2022

Launch of our own
Mainnet CAIZ Shares

Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Stable

Q4
2022

Q4
2022
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Launch of CAIZ APP

Q3
2022

Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Card

Launch of CAIZ API

Q3
2022

Q3
2022

Launch of CAIZ Coin

Launch of our own
Mainnet CAIZ Chain

Launch of CAIZ NFT

ENVISAGED ROADMAP
Native Blockchain Development
We aim to establish blockchain's internal architecture and the creation of nodes to launch the
CAIZ Chain network. We encompass the highest security measures, technology, and are
equipping the blockchain with crucial elements like distribution, encryption, decentralization,
tokenization, and immutability.

Node Sales/ Initialize Network of caizchain.com
This step involves setting up the blockchain nodes, checking for security and testing the
network’s reliability in storing data. When completed, the caizchain.com network will
commence.

Launch of caizscan.com
The deployment of CAIZ Caiz blockchain explorer- CaizScan.com offers maximum
transparency to users and helps them view all their transactions.

Wallet Release and Validator Nodes Sale
Releasing highly secure crypto wallets to enable seamless transactions while maintaining the
confidentiality of token data and other details. Running validator nodes sale to enhance the
decentralized character of the CAIZ Caiz network and fuel transparency, fairness and security
in the ecosystem.

API Release and Testing for a Cloud Provider
Equipping the CAIZ Caiz blockchain with user-intuitive API to facilitate hassle-free
communications and to simplify interactions. Testing the efficiency of cloud providers on
various parameters like performance, availability, security, disaster recovery, scalability and
multi-tenancy abilities.

Liquidity Aggregator Setup
Once the cloud provider is tested, a liquidity aggregator technology will be put together to
minimize the vulnerability of the crypto market and make the operations less susceptible to
manipulations.
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ENVISAGED ROADMAP
Filling of the Form S-q to the US SEC
CAIZ Caiz would file the SEC S-q form to enable users to look into its activities and
performance. The information furnished will provide users with the opportunity to evaluate us
quantitatively and make informed decisions.

Data Tracking System Testing
CAIZ believes in transparency and offers incredible traceability and tracking in its network.
The team will be testing the tracking system in multiple folds to ensure that an optimum
balance of openness and privacy is maintained for the users.

Team Expansion
Once Caiz developers are satisfied with the quality and integrity of the network, they will bring
in more talent and expand the team to introduce more advancements to the service.

External Integrity Audit
Since CAIZ aims to build trust among investors in the crypto space, it will opt for an external
integrity audit. This will help us secure the conviction of our users and convey our
understanding of the risks involved during our financial performance.

CAIZ Listing on Global Exchanges
With enlistment on top global exchanges, CAIZ will go live and its launch will officially be concluded.
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THE TEAM
CAIZ was born in Germany. It consists of an international team to define a product that meets
traditional values yet integrates with the contemporary world. The team includes IT, finance,
and business experts from all over the world who combine their knowledge to provide a
state-of-the-art solution that integrates technological innovation with Islamic finance. CAIZ
works with scholars and finance experts to assure compliance with ethical values, rules, and
principles. CAIZ counts with physical offices worldwide.
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